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secureFILESHARE
ENCRYPTION

256-bit AES for les at rest
Transport Layer Security (TLS)
and Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) encryption for data
transfers

✤
✤

HIPAA COMPLIANT

Secure access protocols
Cloud-based secure server
BAA agreement

✤
✤
✤

VIEW ACTIVITY REPORTS

File creation and access time
stamps
Audit number of times les
have been retrieved

✤
✤

LOW COST SOLUTION
✤
✤

No software to install, maintain,
con gure or upgrade
Enterprise-grade security with
low monthly and yearly
subscription costs

ATTACH MULTIPLE FILE TYPES
✤
✤
✤
✤

JPEG
PNG
PDF
and more…

DATA RETENTION TIME
✤
✤

Limit data’s exposure with 72
hour le availability
Recall sent les at any time

Managed File Transfer Platform
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The easiest way to securely and e ciently transfer data

Coordinate Patient Care
With Outside Providers
Share ePHI within your practice or among outside specialists to coordinate patient care with
secureFILESHARE. It’s fast and effortlessly integrates into your daily work ows. Simply enter
the correct email address for the intended recipient, and secureFILESHARE will compliantly
deliver x-rays, labs, and other sensitive les.
Using secureFILESHARE makes it easy for covered entities to comply with HIPAA’s Privacy
Rule when sending patients their requested les.
The secureFILESHARE platform can also be expanded to include secureGRS, a mobile and
desktop secure messaging platform that brings your entire practice’s communications into
compliance. With secureGRS, you can quickly coordinate staff between multiple of ces, send
out mass noti cations for enhanced safety, and boost work ow ef ciencies.

Why Choose Us?
Global Response Systems (GRS) provides software platforms with advanced
encryption and secure access protocols to keep your data safe while minimizing
unnecessary actions and navigation steps that frustrate work ows. GRS user
interfaces are designed to communicate more information, in less time, with less
device interaction.
As a participant in the United States Air Force’s 2020 Commercial Solutions for
Classi ed (CSfC) event, GRS maintains an advanced cybersecurity posture to
protect your critical data.
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GRS delivers user-intuitive software solutions backed by excellent customer
support. Contact us today or visit securegrs.com for a free trial and create your
case study for adoption.

DUNS: 052857602 CAGE: 8RPAo NAICS: 511210, 541511

Our advanced line of software technologies
and platforms include:
SECURE MESSAGING WITH secureGRS
Enterprise-class secure messaging platform with
dashboard to mobile instant messaging, secure le
sharing and mass noti cations.
Coordinate the
entirety of your organizational response in seconds.

ENHANCE YOUR MARKETING CAPABILITIES
WITH customerENGAGEMENT
Connect with customers to keep them apprised of
updates to hours of business, product launches,
visitation procedures, and other details. Drive
visitation and increase business opportunities.

CLOUD-BASED SECURE SERVERS
GRS web and mobile applications are cloud-based
solutions operating within SOC 1, SOC 2, and
HIPAA compliant, secure server environments with
multiple site redundancy to protect the continuity of
your operations.

DISASTER RECOVERY
Ensure the survivability of your data with managed
disaster recovery (per VM).
Disaster Recovery
Storage; gBlock 1000e; 24 hour journal; gBlock
Cloud vCPU.

Advanced software technologies, intelligently applied.
Global Response Systems, Corp.
PO Box 1981
Lander WY, 82520
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Toll Free (855) 477-2633
securegrs.com
info@securegrs.com

